
No two people are the same size and shape. That’s a part of what 
makes us unique.

At Ergochair we know 

that we all have different

needs, so we design and 

make each and every one 

of our kids’ chairs to meet 

individual and unique 

requirements.

It’s easy to create the right chair we just need the right prescription, see our quick guide overleaf

Measuring up your new custom-made ergoKids® chair
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We’ll need a few strategic measurements, then 
we can specify the best possible solution*.

* Additional dimensions may be required

Back of buttock to back of knee

Knee to floor
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Select either the 
Standard Sewn Seat or 
the Contoured Sewn Seat 
ver-sion
or of course 
you can just ask
for a custom 
version to your 
specification

Choose a Head or Neck Support

Choose from the Neck 
Roll, Head Rest or Neck 
Curve
or
if you’re opting for the V-
Trak back then you can 
choose from the 3 types 
of pads

Choose Armrests

There are 7 different 
types to choose from

Choose a Back

Select either the Standard 
ErgoKids Back or the V-Trak 
version
or 
of course you can just ask 
for a custom version to your 
specification

Choose Air cell(s)

Select air cell customisation 
placed exactly where you 
need them

Choose a Seat

Standard ErgoKids V-Trak Back

For extra support if 
needed. 4 options

Choose a Bolster

Choose a Footrest  

To best suit your floor type

Choose Castors

Standard Sewn Seat Contoured Sewn Seat

To determine the seat 
height range. There are 4 
variations

Choose a Gas Lift
Choose Foam Enhancements

Extra Memory Foam or 
individually sculpted 
contouring

Choose a Lock

Do you need a movement 
lock? 2 options

Choose a Base

Select from the standard 
black or alluminium

Blue = Essential White = Optional

There are almost unlimited variations and options.

Although, that can be a bit overwhelming, so we usually recommend that you pick one of 
the two main back types and one of the two main seat types and then customise from 

there.
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For extra support if needed

your local Ergochair distributor is...




